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In most areas, only a few dwindling glaciers remind us of the last
great ice age, In Antarctica it still exists. There we have a continent
without native inhabitants or flowering plants or indigenous animals, except those that live from the sea. A mantle of ice, in places more than
two miles thick, hides much of the land from view. In contrast, here and
there, great ranges of mountains show above the ice, sometimes spectacular
with ever-changing colors, sometimes black and ominous.
A few years ago scientists often said that they knew more about the
near side of the moon than they did about Antarctica. Since the beginning
of the IGY, the gap has been closed but as scientific knowledge of this
vast continent increases, it becomes more and more obvious that an arduous
program of scientific work is required for years to come. The U. S. scientific effort continues and is now under the leadership of the National
Science Foundation, Operations in support of this scientific program continue under the leadership of the Navy.
During this past summer season, new areas have been photographed by
our naval aircraft. For the first time ships reached the coast of the
Bellingshausen Sca. Scientific traverses studied areas where we had never
stood before. Large cargo aircraft landed on the polar plateau at Byrd and
South Pole Stations, Behind the spectacular accomplishments lay the day-byday work of scientists and servicemen as they went about their routine tasks
of recording observations, filling out records, making stations livable,
carrying out the complex job of relief and resupply. All this was done in
the face of frequently adverse weather and without loss of life from operational accidents.
Something about Antarctica, perhaps meeting nature in its grandest and
wildest moods, leads men to work together forgetful of frictions which sometimes exist in other circumstances. In our own organization, sailors, airmen, and soldiers live and work with scientists to the advantage of all.
Nation cooperates with nation in the planning of programs, exchanging data,
and rendering assistance, An Antarctic Treaty to preserve Antarctica for
peaceful purposes has been signed and awaits ratification. President Eisenhower refers to it as "an inspiring example of what can be accemplished by
international cooperation in the field of science and in the pursuit of peace."
We are completing our transition from the IGY to a long-term program in
Antarctica. In this next year we will enthusiastically face new and exciting challenges.

DAVID U. TYRE
U. S. ANTARCTIC PROJECTS OFFICER
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AIR DEVELOPINT SQUADRON SIX (vx-6)
SU2-1ARY OF DEEP FREEZE 60 OPERATIONS
It was the mission of VX.-6, under Captain William H. Munson, USN,
to provide aerial logistic support, conduct aerial reconnaissance, &.t1i
aeri,cl photographs, and provide a search and rescue capability during
Operation DEEP FREEZE 60, The following summary, compiled from the
Squadron's report, illustrates the extent of their role not only in the
resupply mission but also in the direct support of scientific activity.
VX-6 carried almost 300 tons of cargo and mail, over 15,000 gallons of
gasoline and fuel, and moved more than 3,000 passengers.
C01PLEL1ENT
Stationed at NAS Quonset Point:
1 R5D
1 R7V
4 R4D.-. 8's (ski)
3 P2V-7's (ki)
2 EuS-].A's (helicopter)
Stationed at NAF 1.1cMur10 Sound:
2 R4D-5's (ski)
3 UC-l's (ski)
1 flhJLA (another holicoter at MoLlurdo
was not used; it was returned to CONUS)
Deployment began frum NAS Quonset Point on 1 September 1959 with the
departure of the F.M. This was followed on 9 September by the R7V, with
the other craft foilowng during the next month.
The first flight was made to NAF MoMurdo from New Zealand by the R5D
on 1 October. Th'.e ctnr planes followed within ten days, with the remainder of the Sciadr:o arrting on the ice later in the season (November
ani December). The two HUS-lMs from Daisyil1e were transported to
11cMr1o, ce by an Air Force C-124 (arriving in late October), the other
aboard AI3NLD (arriving early in January).
Two aircraft were lost by VX-6 during the season. One of the MoLiurdobased R4T)-.5 1 s was strucl after a crash at Cape Pa11ett in Septeher. An
R4D-8 crashed in wii ct oonditic erc;iLe frra McLiurdo to Dyrd on 6
January. There wore ro casualties in ehor crash.
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STATISTICAL SUtiL1A.RY
Hours

Gallon Tons
Fuel
flown Con.per
Cargo
sump-. hour and
tion
Mail

Gal- Total.
ions Passer
of
gers
POL

Hen- JATO
Military used
Passengers

R5D

505

120032

238

74

none I 526

R7V

668 - 322032

468

92* -

none

360

none.

R4D
R4D-8
R4D.-5

042
863

-.-.86
143
-107'--

9110 360

187

179

117188
98040
19148

896
795
101

P2V

184

65136

354

5000

21

12

384

UC.-1

361

10740

29.8 11

880 375

240

inone

HUS-.1A

373

22443

60

24

400 740

640°

none

TOTALS

3133

65'T571

7.3

94.3

15390 3034

36

81

1590

131

* CONUS to Christchurch - 25; Christchurch to LioMurdo - 51; McMurdo to
Christchur'ch-. 16
+ CONUS to Christchurch 334 (32 non-military); Christchurch to LioLlurdo
528 (228); MoMurdo to Christchurch - 350 (90 non-military)
x does not include deployment tLe (301 hours)

SU1iURY OF OPERATIONS
R5D Made three flights to Antarctica during the season; made numerous
flights in New Zealand for mail, cargo, and personnel; two trips
were made to Australia (to deliver a P2V engine, to transfer personnel); and personnel flights were made to Hawaii and the continental United States.
R7V

Made 14 flights to LioLlurdo, one to
poses in New Zealand, four flights

Sydney, two for logistic pur.
to CONUS; escorted P2V-7 to
Wilkes; and flew a trimotrQgon aerial photographic mission to
the South Pole.
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i4D

Flights from UoLiurdo Sound:
South Pole
Byrd Station
Cape Hallett
Little America
Little Rockford
Beardmore
Uarble Point
Search and Rescue

2
9 Ross Ice Shelf (tide study)
14 Little America.-Byrd Station Tra1
9
verse
17 Skelton Glacier cache (for
9
DEEP FREEZE 61)
10
17 Victoria Land. Traverse
8
2
caobo establisI'ent
5
supply, reconnaissance, etc.
1
2
Aid Nev Zealand Parties

Flights from Byrd Station:
Airborne Traverse
P2V.-7

6 Byrd Land Traverse (supply etc)

5

Flights from liotiurdo:
Victoria Land Traverse - navigation assistance to HUS-].A
evacuation flight
Aid lost C-130 in navigation to McUurdo
Byrd Station (5000 gal POL, 46 JATO, 6000 lbs oargo/r.:iail)
Christmas air drops (2310 pounds to South Pole, Beardmore,
Cape Hallett, and Victoria Land Traverse
Wilkes Station

Trimetrogon Aerial Photography (4553 miles of flight lines
covering an area of 41,897 square miles)
Flights frau NAF Lldllurdo:
Victoria Mountain Range
Queen Maud., Range

955 miles of flight lines
280 tiiles of flight lines

Flights from Byrd Station:

Horlick Mountains
Sentinel Mountains
Executive Committee Range
Thurston Peninsula

1833

miles of flight lines

663 miles of flight lines

365 miles of flight lines
300 miles of flight lines

Aerial Photo Reoonnaissanoe:
Skelton Glacier (for Victoria Land Traverse)
Penguin Rookeries (for population counts)
McMurdo-But Peninsula area (for establishing new base sites)
Ross Ice Shelf - Cape Crozier (ice studios)
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1
1
1
4
4

UC-1

Used extensively at McMurdo and Little America V.
Flights froi, McMurdo:
Aid Nov Zealand parties (includes Cape Selbourne shuttle flights) ' 3
Marble Point (various logistical and support flights, including
establisthent of 880-gallon ±uel cache; does not include
30
numerous VIP flights)
Insect trapping program'
Parachute jump qualifications
New Zealand photo reconnaissance
1
Victoria Land Coast Geology Party
1
Support Party at Little America V
1
Support Little America-McMurdo tractor train
2
Flights

from Little America V:

Resupply to Little Rockford
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HUS-.1A 186 flights (255 hours) in McMurdo vicinity (viithinonehuidred miles)
to transport USARP parties to the field, relocate and resupply them.
Parties to Mount Gran-Granite Harbor; Victoria Mountain Range Tarlor Dry Valley; VJright Dry Valley; Taylor Dry Valley; Taylor
Glacier; Cape Crozier; Minna Bluff-Llount Discovery; Victoria Land
Coast Traverse (man haul); and to Cape Royds, Cape Crozier, and
Marble Point on a continuing basis for entomological studies.
28 flights (68 hours) to Marble
Point detachment,

Point for resupply of the

Marble

3 flights (13 hours) for Search and Rescue (two to Cape,obourne
to aid the New Zealand P arty °; one to Marble point for an invalid
evacuation).
7 flights (35 hours) for the Victoria Land Traverse,
One to deliver Rollitanker (2800 lb external load iaslargest
carried) and make reconnaissance through crevasse ara.-,.
Three for reconnaissance of crevassed areas (two'issions
using two helicopters on one, one on the other).
Two helicopters on one mission delivered a scientist and 500
lbs of supplies and made a reconnaissance.
One to deliver marked photos of a track through the crevassed
Skelton Glacier area.
In addition the helicopters were used to-set up an automatic weather station on the Ross Ice Shelf, returning it to LioMurdo' at the
end of the seaecn; supported constructicn in the McMurdo area;
shuttled men and cargo to the ice runway after the road became unsafe; carried personnel to the snow runway on the Ross Ice Shelf;

made local area photo flights; and supported the Discovery Deep
Traverse,

TASK FORCE FORTY-THREE ICEBREAKER ASSISTANCE MISSIONS
Edwin A. C DONALD, Captain, U. S. Navy
Deputy .and Ship Task Group Commander
VV±

The.ve major ins'tance's of assistanóè given to freign ships and
expeditions in the Antarctic during the past three years by U,S.Navyi
and Coast Guard icebreakers point rather convincingly to the value of
the icebreaker-type vessel while conducting almost any kind of ship operations in the ice fields of the Antarctic. They also point up the fact
that a, considerable portion of United States icebreaker effort has been
lately, of neOesity, diverted to this requirement.

I

V

In four of the requests for assistance a small, relatively weak,
though ice-configured
cargo ship v;as involved. Each was beset in
heavy pressure ice and thus prevented frcrn conducting a mission of relieving personnel and supply cargo to a distant Antarctic base. In the
other instance, an icebreaker, damaged by ice pressure brought on by
100-knot winds, requested assistance.

V

V

V

Assistance operations actually began with the Japan ese expedition
ship Soya, who upon finding herself locked in the ice at Lutzow-Holm Bay
during January 1958, requested United States assistance in reaching. her
Antarctic base on the mainland. In response, USS BURTON ISLAND, then completing operations at the U. S. Wilkes Station, was dispatched. The latter
was able to effect rendezvous on 6 Februar'. The two ships in company
reached a position approximately 70 in.lc
nor4thvost at Shwa Base a day
later from where the U men of the Japanese wintering-over party were evaouated by Soya's ski-equipped aircraft. Weather and ice conditions thereafter prevented cargo and new personnel from being landed, although a new
position 53 miles north of the base was reached. On 24 February, further
attempts to continue wintering-over operations at the base were abandoned,
and both ships sailed for hcrne.
Again during January, February, Larch, and April of 1959 1 U. S.
breakers were employed in freeing beset vessels and aiding in resupplying
Antarctic bases of other countries. GLACIER, aided at one point by EDISTO,
spent approximately two months in operations freeing the tiny 1000-horeepower Belgian expedition ship Po].arhav and transporting men, equipment,
Vice-V
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and supplies to the King Baudouin Base at Dreid Bay in the quadrant opposite Africa. EDISTO and NORTHIdfl\TD later aided the British Fa]J.cland
Islands Dependencies survey ship John Bisoce in evacuating and resupplying various bases on the western side of Palmer Peninsula. Severest ice
conditions on record and extreme low visibility made the task a doubly
difficult one.
Next year, in late February 1960, GlACIER proceeded to the rescue of
the Argentine icebreaker GENERAL SAN MARTIN in response to a plea that the
latter was in serious trouble in Marguerite Bay (west coast, Palmer Peninsula) and also required aid in evacuating personnel from a nearby station.
Subsequently after rendezvous was brought about on 5 March, GNAL SAN
VAR TINtaring freed herself the day before, it was learned that 100-knot
winds had forced the vessel on her side, bent and dished-in 30 frames
along her starboard side and knocked off one blade from her starboard propeller. About 500 tons of cargo was jettisoned during the emergency. Following this, GLACIER went to the assistance of the FIDS.-leased ship Kista
Dan, with., Sir Vivian Fuchs of trans-Antarctic fame aboard, a mall ship
most seou1y bet: in heavy ice 47 miles away o the southward. On 8
'March Kista Dan was s.00essfu1ly extricad and GLACIER departed to the
northward. Ki-ba Dan hen set course for Anvo:s Island where a new station
was planned; the old British base on Horseshoe Island was later evacuated
by an Otter plane on skia from Deception Island.
It is interesting to note that the prevalence of heavy ice lately in
certain areas of the Antarctic no doubt has resulted in most of the requests for assistance being -of an emergency nature. Whether ice condias of the present
tions will get worse or better in ftture years
time, be predicted-with any certainty. Judging from recent experience,
it seems reasonable to assume that situations will still occur where small
ships are employed and where icebreakers will therefore be needed to aid
them. Argentina, Russia,--or the United States, as the only countries
employing icebreaker types in the Antarctic at present, will have to furnish this aid.
All countries have been most appreciative of the help given.them-bg
United States icebreakers. Cordial and close relations-have resulted .
therefrom and ties with the United States strengthened. : Surely no ÔI.
could ever refuse the dictates of the law of the sea. to go to the e.id,of.,
fellow mariners in distress. -
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DEIJINGSHAUSEN SEA CRUISE
John CADUALL'IDER, Captain, U. S. Naval Reserve
Chief of Staff, U. S. Antarctic Projects Officer
Many Antarctic veterans, in writing of their experiences, have spoken
of the great lure that the region holds for those who have once gone there,
coming under the spell of the icy continent and ever afterwards feeling
drawn back again. I have often thought that this spell has been exaggerated.by these authors, and must admit to having sometimes felt while down
in the ice that I never wanted to see the place again. However, the spell
does exist, and desk jobs in Washington have a way of making it grow
stronger, and so I welcomed the opportunity to join the Bellingshausen
Sea Expedition of the past season,,
I was glad to be baking this cruise in BURTON ISLAND, whom I had
known-before, both in the Arctic and Antarctic. Since GLACIER is bigger
and has more passenger space, most press corrosporidents who want to ride
an icebreaker are assigned to her, and the result is an impression among
readers of DEEP FREEZE accounts that GLACIER does all the work. This Is
far from the truth. The Wind Class ships were doing splendid work in
polar ice long before GLACIER's keel was laid, and continue to do a great
deal more than should be expected of their comparatively lighter oaracq'istios. and horsepower. They have received too little credit in return.
I joined BURTON ISLAND at Valparaiso at the end of January, and
after delays caused by taking ocean stations, and several days riding out
a gale with speed reduced to steerage way, we arrived at Peter I Island
on 12 February. Here we met the first ice, loose scattered brash and a
few small bergs. Rendezvous with Captain McDonald in GLACIER was to be
at the ice edge on the 104th meridian .7est, on the 15th, and meanwhile we
viere.to explore the pack as far south as possible without delaying the
rendezvous, In order to minimize the risk of getting entrapped by a shift
of wind vie decided not to proceed into pack where the coverage exceeded
six-tenths. Even so, we got south as far as 70°50 1 S, further than any
ship before in this region except B.ogica In her drift while beset, and
nowhere encountered ice which was not easily penetrable, with water sky
frequently visible well to the south of us. The contrast between these
conditions and those met by previous ships trying to penetrate this area
was remarkable, and I remembered the description given by Captain Ketchum
and others of vast unbroken fields of ten to fifteen foot ice covered with
deep layers of soft snow, such as to effectively cushion an icebreaker's
attempts to break into it. Just south of Peter I Island we met such ice,
but broken up into medium floes and we ll scattered.
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The only thing in the world that oould break up field ice of this
nature would be ocean swells, which the southeasterly winds normally prevailing in these latitudes could not produce, and so it appears that our,
good fortune must have been the result of prolonged northwesterlios, which
was p in fact, the wind direction while we were there, iending their swells
into ice fields ordinarily - immune from the destructive agents which work.
on the pa,ok in other Antarctic areas. The same phenomenon would explain
the unustlal difficulties of ice navigation along the west side of the
Pe.lrier Peninsula this year and last.
Rendezvous with GLACIER was made on schedule, and by evening of the
same day (15 February) landfall was made on Cape Flying Fish. A wide
shore lead, extended southward along the edge of the Thurston Peninsula,
and eastward towards the Eights Coast, VJith such favorable conditions and
with 8overal weeks ahead of us before the freeze-up was due, Captain
McDonald, in consultation with the National Science Foundation representa.tive, Mr. Philip Smith, decided to go to the eastward as far as possible to
explore the Bellingshausen Sea Coast, and return later to the Amundsen Sea
west of Thurston Peninsula. As it turned out, the call to help SAN MARTIN
cancelled the second part of this program. The accomplishments of the
first part were covered in the last issue of this i2ufletj. Naturally,
every one was disappointed at having to leave vzith ' uüch work yet to be done,
but with another ship in serious trouble, no one questioned the need to
do so.'
During the cruise eastward, the two 'hips operated separately, GLACflBR
going on ahead while 'BURTON ISLAND took ocean stations along, the coast and
put scientific parties ashore at various points by boat and helicopter. I
intruded myself on several of these parties, , on one pretext or another, and
enjoyed the thrill which, regardless of scientific goals, has provided at
least part of the incentive for all exploration, namely setting foot in
regions never before trod by man. As has been indicated elsewhere, the
existing charts of the area, based on one or two aerial reooriaissance
flights, bore very little relation to the topography as we found. .t, and
of course, soundings were non-existent, so-that navigational problems
were the same as faced Columbus and all other vo y e.gers into the inknown,
and added their share to the trip's fasoiiiation, ., Qther eciotions which
are familiar to Antarctic explorers, namely frustration and boredpz,.
made themselves felt during the long day 16'vere beset bk the olosing of
the shore lead, and of oourse, the possibility that the shift of wind which
you always wait for at such 'times might--tot come was notoverlooked. Hostever the wind did shift, and 'we got to Cake Flying Fish and the still open
water beyond it only to call off the operation and go to help our fellow
explorers 400 miles to the east.
On leaving the pack, the two ships separated, BURTON ISLAND to carry
out oceanographic work around Peter I Island and between there and the
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coast of Chile, while GLACIER laid a course for Anvers Island, off the
Palmer Peninsula. I transferred to GLACIER at this time, since this seemed
to offer the best ohanoe of getting back to Washington by the time I should
return, and also because, though sorry to leave BURTON ISLAND, I would thus
get to Antarctic areas which were new to me. It was good to be again with
Captain McDonald and several other ocupanions of previous Antarctic operations, and I was glad of the chance to get to know Dr. Robert Cushman
Murphy, whose books on the birds of the southern oceans had accompanied me
on all previous trips, and who turned out to be fully as interesting and
stimulating in person as in his writings. I spent many hours with him
on his bird watching post on the signal bridge 3 asking him foolish questions and getting patient and illuminating replies, and enjoyed it all
immensely. Among ornithologists, Dr. Murphys is a name to conjure with,
so this was a groat treat
On the basis of previous experience in the area, Captain McDonald
expected to find a shore lead along the west side of the Palmer Peninsula,
which would lead us from open water to fairly near SA1 MARTIN's position.
Our course for Anvers island was c take advantage of this, but bn finding
that open water erondod much further south than usua, we were able to
out off a big corner, and found the expected shore lead open off of Bismarck Strait, This lead led us past the Bisooe Islands and the entrance
to Liathe Strait and part way down the west coast of Adelaide Island, where,
with the mountains of Alexander I Island visible in the crystal clear atmosphere, we encountered SAN MARTIN, already extricated from the pack
under her own power. She had had a trying time of it, having been caught
on the sheer line between fast ice and moving pack, which had heeled her
over forty degrees and subjected her to enormous strains. 500 tons of
cargo had been jettisoned before the pressure eased and she got free.
This is exactly the position in which AED found herself in lioubray Bay
during DEEP FREEZE II, but it is disturbing to have it happen to a vessel
of the same under-water configuration as our icebreakers, since their
rounded cross soctions, on the principal first developedin Nansen's Frau,
are intended to lift the vessel up when under pressure and thus avoid
being squeezed.
Anyway she got free, and after the usual exchange o.f courtesies ànd
pleasantries, she proceeded northward and we went off after Kista Dan,
who had become hopelessly beset about 47 miles to the southwest. An
aerial reconnaissance showed open water to the west of us, which promised
to bring us closer to Kista Dan than the rapidly narrowing shore, lead,
but even with its help there was still about 30 miles of very tough ice
breaking before GLACIER pulled up alongside Sir Vivian Fuoh's expedition
ship. We were helped part of the way by a narrow and devious lead between two tremendous fields of ice, which almost any change in the wind
would have closed and sealed us in, but it stayed open, and eventually
Kista Dan was led to the safety of the open sea. Again visits were ox11

changed and such festivities'as.twô ships under such conditions can provide were enjoyed. It is one ot the pleasures of present-day Antarctic
work that everyone who spends any time at it develops an international
circle of friends and acquaintances, and so these gems between ships in
the pack and visits to the far-flung bases of other nations nearly always
turn up some enjoyable reunions and this was the case in these two encounters.
As the season was too far advanced for more OZplorLng, we now headed
for home, with scme scientific stops on the way. The way proved to be
through some of the most beautiful waters of Antarctica, via Sohollaert
Channel into. de Gerlache Strait, all in calm, almost ice-free, waters with
sharp snow-clad peaks close aboard on either side, and stretching up into
the gloriously blue Antarctic sky. This is an area full of history, in
contrast to the unknown regions we had so recently left, and its accurate
oharts bristle with the names of great explorers of the past century and
more who had first discovered and explored it. Oh leaving de Gerlache
Strait, we crossed Bransfield Strait and ontered the famous harbor of Deception Island, with its abandoned whaling station and its sheltered beaches
which had been black with fur seals when Captain Nat Palmer first oame here
140 years ago. Here visits were exchanged with the British, argentine, and
Chilean bases, and Dr. Murphy, Phil Smith, and other scientists carried out
their various missions.
Vie next cruised eastward along the South Shetlands, stopping for more
biology at Penguin Island, a small snow-free area just off the coast of icebound King George Island, Here the ground was covered, in addition to the
mosses and lichens which penetrate even to the dry valleys of the far south,
with a grass and a form of pink, the only two higher plant forms which reach
the Antarctic, and which, with many of the penguins and other birds of this
region, were new to me, and made the place seem almost tropical. The trip
across Drake Passage, contrary to all accounts of the Cape Horn region,
was uneventful, and we now had left the Antarctic behind, A very inter.o
esting stop at the Falklands, where we were most hospitably entertained,
and a few days each in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro, ended what was to
me a very memorable cruise,
JOINT ANNOUNCEflENT BY CHILE AND THE UNITED STATES
ON SCIENTIFIC COOPERATION IN ANTARCTICA
The Governments of Chile and the Uni-edStates have agreed to cooper-

ate in a scientific program in Antarctica in order to continue and, if

possible, amplify the valuable scientific work which was accomplished during the International Geophysical Year.

In this connection, the Government of the United States of America is
making available a vessel suitable for scientific investigation which can
12

be accomplished. in Antarctic waters, such 'as - opeanography. The Government
of Chile, on its part, has agreed to providethe operational and administrative supplies and services needed for the operation of this vessel in
carrying out its scientific mission. The vessel is being transferred by
the United States Navy to Chilean Navy command under a five-year renewable
lease.

It is planned that scientists from both countries will participate in
programs of technical studies, research and scientific observations, as may
be mutually agreed, to be carried out on board the vessel. In harmony with
the spirit of the present agreement,soientists from other countries may be
Invited to participate in scientific programs, to be conducted aboard the
vessel, subject to the limitations of space and acoommodations
The arrangements to which this announcement refers have no effect on
rights and claims asserted in Antarctica. Each Government maintains its
traditional position in regard to such mattersG
The Governments of Chile and the United States jointly express their
satisfaction at this now manifestation of the friendly spirit of cooperation
which animates them and are confident that the praotioal results of this
agieement will redound to the benefit of world science.
SUMUARY OF DEEP FREEZE 60 SHIP OPERATIONS
r The following list provides several revisions to the summary which
appeared in the March issue (Vol. I, No. 6, pp 3.-11).
USS AR1EB

(AKA.-56)

Change operational control to Task Force 43 from 20 October to
19 October; arrival in Port Lyttelton from 6 January to 8 January.

USS ATKA (AGB-3)

Change operational control to Task Force 43 from 1 November to
28 October.
USS BURTON ISLAND (AGB-l) CO: CDR Griffith Evans,

Add Arica, Chile
Callao, Peru

Panama

27 March
4 April

Canal
CHOP to ComServRonOne

15 April

Jr, USNR
28 LIaroh
10 April

16 April

USCGC EASTUIND (tIAGB-279)
• .•'.,
Change arrival at Panama Canal from 10 December to 8 December;
CHOP to Coast Guard from 8 April to 6 April.
USS PETERSON (DE.-152)
Add Campbell Island
28 September
29 September
Change arrival ocean station from 7 November to 4 November.
Add Campbell Island
21 November
21 November
USNS PRIVATE JOHN H. TOVJLE (TAK-240)

Change operational control to Task Force 43 from 7 December to
9 December; arrival Davisville from 7 December to 9 December.
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ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY COLLECTION

ARGENTINA

Garia, L
., L. Caupana Antertica 1946-47. 1959, ?p. (Contribuojon
del Instituto Antartioo Argontino,No.. 37.)
I.1inisterio do Relaciones Exteriores y Culto, Actividad Antartica
Argentina, Ano I, No. 2, Agosto 1959.
Novatti, R., Notas Sobre una Roqueria do Pinpuin Fperador en el Mar
deWeddell. 1959, lOp.,,.illus. (Contribucion del Instituto
Antartico Argentino No. 34.)
Panzarini, R. N., El Antartico en el Ano Geofisico Internaciorial.
1959, 29p., illus.., table. (Contribucion. del Instituto Antartico
Argentino No. 17.)
Panzarini, R. N., Intereses_Cieitifios_Arentinos en el Antartico.
1959, 14p. (Contr.buoion del Instituto Antartico Argentino
No. 41.)
Steburth, J. MoN., Estudios Microbioloicos on A yes y Fitoplanoton
Marino Antarticos, 1959 41p.,, tables, nap,:graphs. . (Contribudon del Instituto Antartico Argentino No. 35.) [English summary,
p. 4-6.)
BELGIUM
Centre National do Recherohes Polaires, Expedition Antarotique Belge
1960: Prograrie Scientifique. Nov. 1959, 23p.
CANADA
Weber, J. R., and H. Sandstrom, Operation Hazen: Geophysical Methods
in Glaciology. Part II: Seismic Measurements on Operation Hazen
in 1958. Defence Research Board, Ottawa. Jan. 1960, 9p., illus.
(Report No. D Phys R (G) Hazen 6.)
FRANCE
Expeditions Polaires Franoalses, Toponyt3ie de la Terre Pdelie. Sept.
1959, 114p. [photostat copy.)
--Weill, ,G., Aspects d l'aurore observee a la béthont-d'Urvi11è en
Terre Adelie. Reprint, QoDpts rendus dos searioé&do1'AcadeDie
des Sciences, t. 246, 1958, p. 2925-27, graph.
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Wellington. [1960], ?p., map. (mimeo.]
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1959-1960. Dept. of Scientific and Industrial Research, Antarctic
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NORWAY
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.Scientific-Results, Vol. I, Part 2C.)
SOVIET UNION
Adelman, A. V., Soviet Antarctic Expeditions, 1955-1959. Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, Lloscovi. 1959, 129p., illus., tables, app.
(In Russian with English abstract, p. 108-9.)
UNITED KINGDOM
British Glaciological Society, Journal of Glaciology, Vol. 3, No. 27,
March 1960.
Scott Polar Research Institute, The Polar Record, Vol. 10:, No. 64,
Jan. 1960.
UNITED STATES
Alco Products, Inc., Skid-Mounted Nuclear Povier. [Pamphietsand net's
releases on portable nuclear reactors.)
American Geographical Society, Soviet Geography: Review and Translation,
Vol. I, No. 3, March 1960.
• Boviditch, N., American Practical Navigator. U. S. Navy Hydrographic
Office. Revised edition, 1958. 1524p., illus., maps, charts, app.,
tables. (H.O. Pub. No. 9.)
Butkovich, T. H., and J. K. Landauer, The Flotr Law for Ice.. Aug. 1959,
7p., illus., tables. (SIPRE Research Report 56.)
Carson, C. E., and K. M. Hussey, The Multiple-Working Hypothesis as
Applied to Alaska's Oriented Lakes. Reprint, Iowa Academy of
Science Proc., Vol. 66, 1959, p. 334-49, illus.
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through 113. (PB 131632 series.)
De Peroin, F., and 0. S. Parmele, Frequencies and Durations of Hourly
Temperatures, Fort Greely, Big Delta, Alaska. U. S. Army, QM
Research & Engineering Command. Jan. 1960, 20p., tables, graphs.
(Technical Report EP-122.)
Douglas, L. A., and J. C. F. Tedrow, Organic Matter Decomposition Rates
in Aratio Soils. Reprint, Soil Science, Vol. 88, No. 6, 1959,
p.,305-7 19, tables, graphs.
Gressitt, J. L., and N. A. Weber, Bibliographic Introduction to
Antarctic-Subantarctic Entomology. Reprint, Pacific Insects,
Vol. 1, No. 4, 1959, p. 441-80, map, tables.

Hayton, R. D., comp., National Interests in Antarctica: An Annotated
Bibliography. United States Antarctic Projects Officer. 1959
pub. 1960) 137p., map.

IGY World Data Center A, Fifth Six-.ionth1y Catalogue of Data in IGY
World Data Center A. National Academy of Sciences. Feb. 1960,
190p. (IGY General Report Series No. 8.)
Loesoh, R. T., Even to the Ends of the Earth. In: United Church
Herald, Vol. 3, No. 6, March 1960, p. 4-6, photos.
Mitchell, T. 3., R. Myers, W. C. Mathers, and R. J. Bartell, Economic
Study of Nuclear Power vs Conventional Power for Antarctica.
Dept. of the Navy, Bureau of Yards & Docks. Feb. 1960, 95p.,
tables, fig. (Nuclear Engineering Technical Study #2.)
National Academy of Sciences, IGY Bulletin, No. 33, March 1960.
National Soienoe Foundation, U. S. Antarctic Research Program 1960:
Information for the Press. Sept. 1959. [mimeo.]
Nutt, D.C : , Recent Studies of Gases in Glacier be. A Summary.
Reprint, Polar Notes, No. 1, Nov. 1959, p. 57-65.
Office of Naval Research, Naval Research Reviews, March and April 1960.
Roethlisberger, H., Seismic Survey 1957, Thule Area, Greenland. Sept.
1959, 13p., illus.,, table. (s1PRE Technical Report 64.)
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The American Mineralogist, Vol. 44, Nov.-Dec. 1959','p. 1159-68,
table.
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Wiggins, I. L., A Grass Nev, to the Alaskan Arctic. Reprint, Contributions from the Dudley Herbarium, Vol. 5, No. 5, Aug. 1959, p. 12931, illus.
INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics, I.U.G.G. Chronicle,
No. 26, Jan. 1960; No. 27, Feb. 1960.

ADDITIONS TO THE MAP COLLECTION
NEW ZEALAND
Geological Survey.
Beaufort Island. 1958. [Contour map; black and v.rhite reproduction]
Hallett Glacier Region, Victoria Land. 1;19581, provisional, [Scale
1:60,000] (Polar Stereographic Projection) [169 0 17 1 E to 170°21.5'E,
72 0 11.5'S to 72 0 38.3 1 S; black and v,hite reproduction)
Tucker Glacier Region, Victoria Land. 1958, provisional, Scale
1:250,000 (Polar Stereographic Projection) [167 0 00 1 E to 1710001E,
71°00 1 S to 73°20'S; black and white reproduction]
Trans-Antarctic Expedition.
Victoria Land - Southern Part. 1958, provisiOnal, Scale 1:250,000
at 80°S (Polar Stereographic Projection) [157°E to 165 0 E, 76 0 S to
79°S; black and white reproduction]
UNITED STATES
Air Force.
World Aeronautical Charts, September 1959, Scale 1:1,000,000
Livingston Island
Napier Mountains
Adelaide Island
Commonwealth Bay
Clarie Coast
Admiralty Range
Princess Ragnhild Coast
Prince Harald Coast
Hansen Mountains
S $r Rondane Mountains
Conrad Mountains
"Halley Bay"

WAC 1737

WAG 1754

WAC 1762
WAC 1773
V7AC 1774
WAC 1781
WAC 1795
WAG 1796
WAC 1797

WAG 1803
WAC 1804
WAC 1806
.17

WAC 1812
WAC 1815
WAC 1822
WAC 1628
WC 1842
WAG 1846

Hobbs 'Coast
Terra Nova Bay
Ross Ice Shelf
Luitpold Coast
Shaokleton Inlet
Scott Glacier

Ge1ogioal Survey.
Australian Quadrant, Knox Coast, Experimental Chart, 1956.
Scale 1:1,000,000 at 71°S (Polar Stereographio Projection)
[640 S to 68 0 S, 97 0 30 1 E to 1120301E]

AUSTRALIAN OBSERVER REPORT PUBLISHED
The Antarctic Projects Office has publishedfor limited circulation
the report of the United States observer with the 1959-60 Australian
National Antarctic Research Expedition, Mr. Donald A. Lewis. Mr. Lewis,
a Foreign Service Officer with the Department of State, "has had previous
tours of duty in Greenland (1950-52) and in Australia (1953-56). During
his tour, which lasted from 5 January to' 14 March, he observed operations aboard Magga Dan and at the following stations: Dumont d'Urville,
Davis, Wilkes, and Macquarie Island.

BELLINGSHAUSEN SEA EXPEDITION
During the Bellingshausen Sea oxpeditiöi, the commanding officer
of USS BURTON ISLAND was CDR Griffith Evans, Jr., USNR, not CDR R. A.
Weatherup as stated in Bulletin No. 6, page 5.
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